To Whom It May Concern

07/08/2019

RE: VALE TRADERS CC T/A TARPAULIN &CANVAS(PORTATANK)
Business Reference
I have entered into a business relationship with owner and Managing Director of Portatank - Mr Clayton Heyns in my
role as Operations Manager at DIY Seychelles LTD.
I came across the Portatank portable water tank product online and made contact, the response from the guys at
Vale Traders was fantastic.
Clayton was extremely knowledgeable and helpful when providing information and details around the products. As
we are located in the Seychelles Islands in the Indian Ocean we were a new proposition for the guys at Vale
Traders, alongside Clayton we have developed a professional and efficient business relationship.
I was impressed straight away by the Patents and Certification from NATA in Australia to ensure that the tanks
quality and standards are exceptional. From the PVC manufacturing process to the tank structure it is a fantastic
product with a vast range of uses and applications especially in the hard to reach and mountainous areas of the
islands. Yet any farm, business or household can also make use of the product
We have found the entire process from Query to delivery a painless professional experience and wish all of my
suppliers were of the same standard.
We have also found that contractors on building sites find the tanks extremely useful where water sources are
scarce during builds, also during the dry season the extra tank comes in extremely usefull.
In short I believe Clayton and his team have created a unique, high quality and diverse product that has uses across
a multitude of sectors. There focus on quality and safety is completely inline with our business model and we look
forward to further developing our business relationship.
Sincerely,
Regards

Warren Thorpe-Fairall
Operations Manager
DIY Seychelles
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